In this paper, we present a multi-layered communication (MLC) model that includes a trust-constructing procedure that can be used to explain how rumors spread and stop over social media. We define two structures in our MLC model: the social structure (SS) in the social layer, and the communication structure (CS) in the communicating layer. We propose two trust-building mechanisms (TBM): the social-based TBM (SBTBM) and the communicatingaimed TBM (CATBM). We discuss the trust-constructing procedure to demonstrate that an individual will sequentially decide to spread information based on three factors: the opinion environment, the individual's social influence, and the cost to confirm the information. The model predicts that individuals will tend to create links with others in social layers to extend their social structures (social clustering principle) when they use social media. Thus, a rumor will spread because a spreading core is formed in the CS. However, a rumor will be stopped by interactions that occur in the SS. Our empirical case supports this prediction. We analyzed the topology of CS to indicate how a spreading core forms and CS evolves, and how a rumor stops spreading because social behaviors in SS encourage the development of more accurate information based on reality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its development, social media has become new platform for supporting interactive communications that occur between individuals, organizations, and communities. Social media has exerted a significant impact on traditional media as demonstrated by its growing number of users. For example, as of September 2012, Facebook recorded over one billion active users (Fowler, 2012) . In 2012, Twitter recorded over 500 million active users. It also recorded over 340 million tweets and 1.6 billion search requests per day (Twitter, 2011) . By mid-2012, Sina's Weibo, a microblogging website in China, had registered 368 million users. Over 100 million messages are posted on Weibo daily (Cao, 2012) .
However, because social media has seen such a significant rise in users, rumor spreading has become an increasingly serious issue. Specifically, We focus on rumor-spreading behavior over social media because: (1) extensive rumor spreading has deeply influenced the quality of information available on social media, and (2) The rumor behavior model illustrates a specific pattern of rumor spreading rather than normal information spreading. . Therefore, determining the differences of users' information acquisition behaviors between social media and traditional media is important. Prior research has indicated that, in contrast with more traditional communication tools, social media allows firms to engage in timely and direct end consumer communication at lower costs and higher levels of efficiency (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010) . Generally, by an structured and targeted discussion on social media, topics and information are initially produced and rapidly spread by social contacts across networks.
How do rumors spread over these networks? In particular, how do rumors spread over social media? Many studies have discussed rumor spreading and information dissemination based on oversimplified social topology (e.g. Daley & Kendal, 1965) . Additional studies have developed a new model for rumor spreading that occurs over the Internet. However, the Internet's topological structure seems far more similar to society's structure (Moreno, Nekovee, & Pacheco, 2004; Chierichetti, Lattanzi, & Panconesi, 2009 ).
To gain a better understanding of how rumor spreading begins and ends over social media, we propose a new theoretical framework entitled the multi-layered communication (MLC) model. The MLC can be used to analyze specific communication patterns. We developed a trust-constructing procedure to identify critical issues that might influence individuals' decision making. We discovered that individuals live in a combined social and communicating world created by social media. Information can spread from social layers to communicating layers when individuals attempt to determine whether a rumor is true. The trust-constructing procedure is able to identify trends in rumor spreading. It can also determine when a rumor might end. Empirical data collected from actual social media can be used to discover how these specific communication patterns can influence a rumor's spreading structure and its entire lifespan. This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we define the research problem and discuss previous research to contextualize this study and clarify some basic concepts. In Section 3, we propose and explain a theoretical MLC model that might be used to analyze these specific communication patterns. We also discuss the trust-constructing procedure. In Section 4, we apply the MLC model and its trust-constructing procedure to determine how rumor spreading occurs and how rumors eventually end. In Section 5, we describe an empirical study we performed to examine this theoretical research model. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss this study's findings and limitations. We also provide suggestions for future research directions.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Rumors can be defined as unverified accounts or explanations of events that circulate from person to person. These explanations might be related to objects, events, or issues that demand public concern (see Peterson & Gist, 1951) .. On a social network, public concern will grow stronger when rumors are spread by extensive social links. The SIS model, a well-known model used to describe this phenomenon, was introduced by Daley and Kendall (1965) . The SIS model was inspired by the SIR model used in epidemiology (Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani, 2001) . In the SIS model, homogeneously mixed populations are classified into three categories. "S" is used to represent spreaders (i.e., individuals who actively spread a rumor), "I" to represent ignorants (i.e., individuals who have not yet heard a rumor. Hence, they are susceptible to becoming informed), and the second "S" to represent stiflers (i.e., individuals who have already been informed of the rumor but have ceased spreading it) (Nekovee, Moreno, Bianconi, & Marsili, 2007 ). The SIS model has defined the research style of information dissemination at the societal level in recent research papers because it has been used repeatedly to determine topic flow in blogs, "word-of-mouth" in product marketing, and rumor spreading on social networks.
The SIS model's determinations of the general spreading behaviors related to rumors are based on three main hypotheses: (1) the degree populations' distribution is homogeneous, (2) the population is mixed homogeneously, and (3) the possibility of individuals' removal due to death is not considered. Thus, the significant result for this model is the general prediction of a non-zero spreading threshold c λ . The standard case states that, when the spreading rate is c λ λ ≥ , the rumor will spread persistently over time. When the spreading rate is c λ λ p , the rumor will quickly die out exponentially. For quite some time, this model and its philosophical concepts have predominated among rumor-spreading theories.
However, one of the SIS model's limitations is that it oversimplifies network topology. A significant number of empirical studies on social links, webpage links, and instant messaging networks clearly have demonstrated the highly right-skewed degree distribution of these topologies. They are far more complicated than homogeneously uniform networks (Nekovee et al., 2007) . On the other hand, the SIS model completely equates the mechanism with epidemical spreading in a crude way that fails to describe rumor spreading over social networks (Balthrop, Forrest, Newman, & Williamson, 2004) . Rumors are not viruses. Individuals can rationally decide whether they should believe or spread a rumor. Their decisions are based on their locations in the network, the layers in which those decisions were made, and the location(s) from which the information originated.
In fact, with respect to the social structure in which individuals engage in daily social interactions, and with respect to the virtual world in which individuals engage in "influential interactions" through their communicating links, the rumorspreading process is determined by individuals' sequential decisions made on different layers.
III. MULTI-LAYERED COMMUNICATION MODEL (MLC MODEL) MLC Model for Knowledge Formation
Whether we discuss a social interaction or telecommunication system, we use the term "layered approach" to describe the way in which communicating entities are disjoined in the horizontal dimension of network space. Layering has always been considered a fundamental principle in system design and engineering because: (1) layering is the main principle used to comprehend a complicated system by examining its levels of abstraction, and (2) layering is the main principle used to decompose system architecture by examining its layers of service and functionality (Herzberg & Broy, 2004) . Functional layered intelligence (FLI), a layered architecture reference model, is designed to enable the integration of human-like intelligence functions into technological systems to achieve specific desired functionalities (Dimkovski & Deeb, 2006) . Therefore, we propose the multi-layered communicating (MLC) model , which was inspired by the FLI model and the Internet's TCP/IP layered network model, to explore the principles of human behavior inherent in disseminating information and forming knowledge (see Figure 1 for the MLC model). The upper two layers are generally defined as social layers. The lower two layers are generally defined as communicating layers. In these two layers, the single social layer, which is used for forming knowledge, and the single communicating layer, which is used for disseminating information, combine to form the applied layers. The interacting and connecting layers serve as the infrastructure for the applied layers that collect data and information. This layered approach to the communicating progress is consistent with the way people communicate with one another: People receive and publish opinions through their communicating links. However, they discuss and build long-term trust through their social links. Specifically, creating knowledge through the MLC model can be explained by describing the following typical process. Man A (we use gendered terms for ease of reference) has to communicate with a huge system (media, online BBS, social media, and so on). He accesses a physical communication network to acquire data A. He uses his mobile device to receive information accurate opinions based on reality. He will then create knowledge and spread it through the social structure route (we discuss the two actions mentioned above in Sections 4 and 5). The trust-building mechanism primarily promotes the creation of links that connect physical and social levels. If man A prefers action 2, then we can state that he has chosen SS behavior (see Figure 3 ) because he adopted his own opinion when he revised
Δ represents man A's opinion amendment. Then, the original information evolved as knowledge under a specific social state, and information 
Simultaneously, when this information is received by others' physical layers, another turn of communication begins. Based on the MLC model, knowledge has been formed through other people's social value systems and through man A's social structure.
Connecting Layer
In this layer, people become physically linked when they transfer data. We consider the topology in this layer to be technical (e.g., the telephone-contacting network, the email-contacting network (Newman, Forest, & Balthrop, 2002) , and so on). In this layer, the nodes represent terminals and the lines represent connecting ways. Links in this layer are responsible for the construction of physical links. However, they are not responsible for effective communication.
Communicating Layer
In this layer, people become physically linked when they transfer information through communicating activities motivated by information-acquisition behavior that allows people to decide with whom they want to connect and whom they want to observe (Celen & Hyndman, 2012) . Information can be acquired through a trust-building mechanism (see the "The trust-building mechanism's effects on the multi-layered communication model" subsection below). Typical systems (e.g., the World Wide Web (WWW) webpage network, the author collaborative network, and the metabolic network) operate primarily in this layer. Fewer networks appear here rather than in the former layer because physical links that appear in the connecting layer that contain no information will be deleted in this layer. Effective communication is the focus in this layer rather than other details such as a link's strength or weakness. In fact, link properties are the key elements that influence the information dissemination's progress. However, they become the focus in the following layers.
Interacting Layer
In this layer, people become socially linked when they transfer opinions through random discussions. Long-term trust can solely develop when this layer operates effectively. Network structure is self-organized because optimal behaviors required for selecting interactions is decided by a Bayesian sequential link procedure (Celen, 2012) . In general, debate results will be determined by the information itself rather than by the topological structure. A minority opinion spreading model that Galam (2002) introduced reveals that the minority opinion may finally dominate because of cultural tendencies or common knowledge. This fact is reminiscent of the interaction mechanism that indicates how people organize in this layer to engage in random discussions. It is also reminiscent of how common opinions that develop during a discussion eventually evolve into an individual's personal knowledge.
Social Layer
In this layer, people become psychologically linked when they create social trust links that eventually create knowledge. Knowledge becomes a stable reflection of reality in people's minds after it originates from data and is experienced as states of information and opinions. People construct their social structures based on knowledgeformation behaviors. This means that people are layered and structured to filter data, receive information, and form knowledge based on logical reasoning and rational analyses supported by the varied opinions that other peers in this system provide. Knowledge formation is based on the construction of social trust among people (see the "The trust-building mechanism's effects on the multi-layered communication model" subsection below).
Links based on social trust are more stable than those based on communication. For this reason, the topological structure of social layers is more reliable than that of communicating layers. Several well-known networks (e.g., the small-world network) (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) are based on the core mechanism of the social-topological structure. scale-free network described the inner mechanism that operates in the communicatingtopological structure.
Social Structure (SS) and Communication Structure (CS)
The MLC model essentially describes the different topological structures contained in each layer. These structures consist of people and their links. The definitions of SS and CS are best explained by the following example: man A communicates with woman B. Woman B is one of man A's social friends. This means that man A has constructed a (relatively stable) long-term trust link with woman B. Therefore, the communication route created between man A and woman B results in the creation of a specific structure known as a link of social structure. However, if woman B is the focus of man A only through man A's social media, and if man A is considered an entity in woman B's influential network but no social interactions occur between man A and woman B, then the communication method that develops between man A and woman B could be considered a link in the communication structure. To simplify, in our LC model, when one rumor spreads extensively, interactions that occur in social layers result in the emergence of many links. Figure 2 illustrates that these links eventually construct the social structure. Similarly, communications that occur in communicating layers motivate the emergence of self-organized links and construct the communication structure, which Figure 3 illustrates. Locally formed links that appear in social layers lead to relatively large average distances between any two given persons. However, with respect to a limited number of long-distance links, the average distance of the entire network will be shortened dramatically. Figure 3 illustrates a typical communication structure in which some influential people can have more than 20 links. However, more than 50 percent of all people have no links at all. This "rich-get-richer" phenomenon reflects a distribution of the number of links owned by different people that strongly skews to the right.
It is important to note that, although the distribution of links appears to be completely different, in Figure 3 , people own an average of two links. These results are the same as the results shown in Figure 2 .
At this point, it is important to review research related to SS and CS to examine how people's decisions about individuals with whom they prefer to connect ultimately result in a very different topological structure.
In reality, people create gatherings in their social structures to discuss well-known issues in fragmented time. Then, these groups tend to produce fragile opinions because those opinions are based on discussions of information rather than on demonstrations (Galam, 2002 ). The WS model was introduced by Watts and Strogatz (1998) . It was based on an ER random network model (Erdos & Rényi, 1960 ) that explored the inner mechanism that operates when a social structure that contains a small average distance forms. Basically, the structure consists of a uniform distributed network (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) . They revised the ER model by creating relinks that offered some probability of improving the model's strong hypothesis that people make links based on completely random opportunities. The WS model included one important rule known as high clustering or transitivity (Barrat & Weigt, 2000) in social interactions. This means that a heightened probability exists that two people will become connected directly to one another if they each possess another common neighboring friend. In addition, the WS model can predict the occurrence of one phenomenon, the small world effect. It relies on the reasonable explanation of "six degree of separation" that playwright John Guare proposed. It also relies on the results of a series of experiments performed by social psychologist Stanley Milgram in the 1960s (Milgram, 1967) . In the essential mechanism that results in a small world phenomenon, only a limited number of long-distance links in the social structure will lead to a dramatic shortening of the average distance. However, they maintain the homogeneity of the overall distribution of networks. The main role of social interactions is to create local links among family, friends, or colleagues.
However, with respect to the Internet, many empirical studies have focused on networks' observed degrees of distribution. These studies discovered that, for several contemporary systems, and, in particular, for the WWW, the Internet and email communication networks are typically asymmetrical networks. This means that the degree of distribution approximates a power law. This phenomenon occurs when a new communicating mechanism begins to operate. This results in the creation of a new communication structure that differs from the social structure. The Barabási and Albert (BA) model supposes that networks are not fixed. Rather, networks evolve over time. New people connect with m already existing people based on the preferential attachment (PA) rule. The so-called PA rule states that the probability that a new person will connect to an already existing candidate is proportional to the number of friends (degrees) possessed by each candidate. The BA model demonstrates that the degree of the BA network's distribution follows a power law (Barabási, Albert, & Jeong, 1999) consistent with what can be observed in empirical studies. The BA network creates a scale-free property. Thus, in some studies, the BA network is also called a scale-free network, which implies that no average degree exists (e.g., the average height of people) that might represent an overall property of this network (Barabási, 2002) . This is a main characteristic of communication structures because it focuses on influential communication and interaction. The citation network that Google uses, the author collaboration network that scientific papers use, and the metabolic networks that occur in biological organisms are good examples of the prominent nature of scale-free properties (Newman, Moore, & Watts, 2003) based on the PA principle's operation in communication structures.
Serge Galam introduced the minority opinion on the spreading phenomenon: he demonstrated how gathering and discussing principles affect social structure. In his model, repeated random-sized local discussions appeared to drive the majority reversal and the minority hostile view (Galam, 2003) . For this reason, gathering discussions that occur in small groups are essentially important to producing common public opinions. Thus, social structure topology defines the dynamics of social discussions. Then, it defines the evolution of knowledge.
With respect to communication structures, the PA principle appears in search engines such as Google, in which the page rank algorithm first encourages a new webpage to connect with frequently cited webpages. As a result, this new webpage gains more and more point-in links and can be searched with greater probability (Page, Brin, Motwani, & Winograd, 1999) .
In the subsection below, we examine social media such as Facebook, Twitter, and China's Weibo. Social media plays a very important role because it connects SS and CS. It constructs networks between social layers and communicating layers. It also combines social and communicating links. These links are used to make friends, discuss hot issues, and improve communication.
The Trust-Building Mechanism's Effects on the Multi-Layered Communication Model
Previous studies have reached limited conclusions about rumor-related behaviors because those studies solely focus on the network structures of lower layers and on a single layer in the MLC model. They examine the dynamics of rumor spreading on given topological structures (e.g., uniform network, small-world network, or scale-free network) based on mathematical modeling and simulation (Nekovee et al., 2007) . These studies do not explain how rumors begin and end, where rumors originate, and why public opinion will change several times because they neglect the fact that people's social interactions occur in upper layers of the MLC model. For instance, the SIS model predicts that rumors spread when and only when their spreading rate is larger than the threshold. Rumors will ultimately end if the spreading rate decreases (Barabási & László, 2003) . However, if the spreading rate remains unchanged, some rumors might suddenly die out, some might have relatively long lives, and some might even rise again after their demise.
Social interactions play important roles in communication. Generally, people acquire information through their communication structures. However, they form opinions, knowledge, or even beliefs through discussions and selfquestioning. If an individual deeply believes a particular fact, that individual will tend to disseminate this information through their communication structure. Therefore, an individual's behaviors during communications are partially determined by decisions the individual makes in social layers. In fact, the evolution of communication structures is highly influenced by the development of an individual's social role. For instance, rumors may suddenly end with one individual because they were an eye-witness to an event and their role is acknowledged publicly in their social structure. Similar to the spread of an epidemic, a disease might not infect an individual because of social reasons. For example, the individual might be a doctor and they might know ways to avoid getting infected. This differs from a mathematical inference based on a calculated chance that the individual never touched any infected individuals. Unless the social structure is considered, some definite trends in spreading behaviors will remain misunderstood when special events occur that have very limited probability.
In terms of traditional media, the social layer is believed to create trust links between people based on a trustbuilding mechanism (TBM) that relies on existing social interactions. Alternatively, the lower communicating layer is solely responsible for reducing the noise that occurs during information dissemination. However, as the networked communicating infrastructure expands, a new TBM must begin to operate in communication layers to ensure the efficient spread of an individual's influence or public opinions at much lower costs. However, this must occur even if social interactions with opinion leaders or eyewitnesses do not occur. Generally, as we define it here, the new duty of communication layers in the network age is similar to what was once described, decades earlier, as the (traditional) media's responsibility. Readers' trust in traditional media is based on the accuracy of its reporting. Readers' trust in traditional media will be completely destroyed by inaccurate reporting. In other words, traditional media would incur a high risk by telling lies. Therefore, the public tends to believe media that maintain a lot of credibility. However, in this new social media era, all individuals can act as reporters. Together, they act as a type of media. Therefore, we must ask: do individuals continue to incur high risks if they tell lies? If the risk remains low, how will new trust in social media develop? How might social media ensure that individuals will agree to construct communication-layered trust?
In social structures, trust is based on repeated social interactions. Ultimately, social interactions produce general references that individuals can use to make decisions about whether to believe, spread, or transact. This mechanism is known as the social-based trust-building mechanism (SBTBM). The communication structure encourages individuals to build trust with other individuals who may not possess any social contacts. This new trustbuilding mechanism is known as the communicating-aimed trust-building mechanism (CATBM).
The CATBM encourages individuals to decide whether other individuals are trustworthy based on the number of individuals who have ever trusted those other individuals. In other words, individuals tend to believe in individuals who possess more believers. The BA model that Barabási introduced was based on this principle. It predicted the nature of scale-free distribution. In communicating activities, participants are motivated to make decisions based on the CATBM, provided they can observe the degrees of each node. For example, almost every e-commercial website provides customers with a particular type of order based on product sales volumes. Customers tend to generate trust based on several top products or stores because they believe those products or stores are trustworthy in general. This decision preference is referred to as a preferential trust (PT) strategy. It greatly reduces individuals' decision making costs. Each node's degree of trust (i.e., the number of people that ever trusted an individual) can reflect its general popularity during its historical evolution. Prices function as signals for the allocation of material resources in the market. Similarly, the signals of degrees of nodes guide the allocation of trusted-links resources in information networks.
The CATBM costs much less than the SBTBM. Without the CATBM, many people can find it relatively difficult to confirm what is real solely through electronic links. According to the CATBM, trust develops based an individual's belief in an average of a significant number of others' preferences. This can be easily achieved by technical means. However, according to the SBTBM, trust develops based on an individual's personal decisions. The individual makes those decisions based on historical interactions that require significant amounts of time for real interactions and significant amounts of space for historical data storage. Thus, the cost to develop social-based links is much higher than the cost to build communicating-aimed links.
The SBTBM continues to play an important role even when individuals have already developed relationships mainly through CATBM in social media. Evidence has revealed that information is derived from social reality when individuals create social links to extend discussions and update beliefs. With respect to social media, they include social-based links and communicating-aimed links. Let us imagine the following situation: an individual possesses several different principles that they rely on to decide whether to believe information they receive from social friends and from people they follow on Facebook. Let us suppose that this individual is well known and followed by thousands of people. (Thus, we can describe this individual as a "hub".) This individual receives information from social friends who may be unknown. This information is transmitted by hundreds of people. Ultimately, even if the individual and the individual's followers believe the same information, trust develops based on different motivations. The individual's trust is based on their personal social-based links because (1) they experienced interactions with their social friends, and (2) they maintained stable expectations of their credibility. However, the individual's followers solely believe in the individual because the individual has so many followers (the PT principle). In general, the individual is considered trustworthy. In other words, the individual's trust in their friends is constructed based on the SBTBM. Alternatively, the followers' trust in the individual is based on the CATBM. Note that, even though their trust originated in different places, ultimately, they accept the same information. In fact, although a rumor may originate with an unknown user, it might be spread by well-known people.
The Trust-Constructing Procedure
Based on the above discussion, individuals might naturally adopt a particular mechanism (either the SBTBM or the CATBM) based on the particular layer of the MLC model the information has reached. One can simplify this by discretely setting two groups of participants on network-hubs and non-hubs. Hubs have many more followers than non-hubs. In addition, hubs are located in the center of a radical communication structure. We clustered these two group nodes of hubs and non-hubs (see Section 5) to indicate that the public opinion environment is determined by the hubs' decisions. In other words, each non-hub has limited power to influence the overall conditions of spreading rumors. In our decision model, we assumed that:
• Nodes tend to transmit correct information to acquire more trust from followers. When a node transmits correct information, the node may obtain more followers as a benefit. Alternatively, if the node transmits a rumor, the node may lose the same number of followers as punishment.
• Hubs and non-hubs have different numbers of increasing or decreasing followers.
Thus, we set N as the variation per time of a hub's followers and n as that of a non-hub's followers. N and n are the C represents a lower cost in the alternative situation that occurs if hubs fail to adopt the SBTBM. When two groups of nodes adopt the CATBM, the cost equals zero. Thus, we can write the expected benefit for each kind of nodes in each condition in the following strategic form (see Appendix A for details of the proof). 
The Nash equilibrium is only the strategic set: This decision model intuitively explains how the nodes located in different positions react to others' decisions. Hubs tend to use their social links offline. This is a relatively reliable way to confirm information only when:
In addition, no matter what choices the hubs make, non-hubs will insistently occupy the CATBM because they are able to share benefits created by hubs without accruing any costs. Yet, when will hubs choose the SBTBM? We can show that hubs will adopt the SBTBM sooner or later depending on the opinion environment and on the hubs' own influence. When rumors begin to spread, 
( ) N t also becomes
larger because more and more people begin to focus on this issue and follow this so-called influential node.
Therefore, it is inevitable that at some point
will hold. This means that the hubs will choose the SBTBM to ensure their acquired information can be confirmed by social links. The optimal policy for a hub's decision-making procedure is characterized by a pair of
; and the optimal policy for a non-hub's decision making procedure is to adopt the CATBM no matter what decisions hubs make.
The phenomenon in which a rumor spreads quickly and in which topics frequently change occurs because the development of social-based trust occurs more slowly than the development of communicating-aimed trust. When a rumor is transmitted by a star person, this person's followers tend to believe that individual at higher levels of probability. Thus, the area of spreading suddenly becomes extended. However, in social reality, it takes a relatively long time to confirm one rumor through social contacts such as calls or meetings. When new facts related to socialbased trust emerge in a communication structure, the topic of the primary rumor may change and continue to spread rapidly through some star nodes. Therefore, rumors spread very quickly. They can spread exponentially (Chierichetti et al., 2009 ) because many nonhubs who occupy the majority of nodes may have adopted a less-reliable mechanism (e.g., the CATBM). However, it is undeniable that social reality serves as the source of all rumors. Theoretically, any rumor can be stopped when a certain number of hubs become motivated to adopt the SBTBM. The SBTBM works in social layers. Therefore, the social structure evolves as a decentralized system in which individuals who are restricted by geographical locations tend to engage in social interactions frequently to build and rebuild their trust over social links. Although it is influenced by the CATBM, the communication structure evolves as a self-organized system to construct communicating links based on the PA principle. One advantage of self-organized mechanisms here is that geographical factors won't restrict the scale of network. On social media, the decision whether to choose the SBTBM or the CATBM defines the special communication structure that is self-organized by decentralized behaviors.
IV. RUMOR SPREADING AND RUMOR STOPPING IN THE MLC MODEL Social Clustering Principle
The trust-constructing procedure can be inspiring. Thus, hubs who maintain the most believers may acquire a number of social-based links with other hubs (see Figure 5) . The general property of this topological structure is scale-free. Many non-hubs are located in the periphery. They are linked with other hubs to form a communication structure. In addition, some hubs are connected with one another by social links to form a social structure.
Figure 5. Spreading Topology of Social and Communication Structures
Proposition 2: The overall distribution is determined by the CATBM because few nodes (mainly hubs) apply to the SBTBM. Thus, the network evolves as a scale-free network. The probability density function of degrees for each node can be written as follows (where k represents the degree and m represents the initial parameter, assuming that ) (see Appendix B for proof of equation):
This indicates that (the term of "scale-free" also indicates) the structure of the network may become similar in both large and small scales, because
Therefore, information spreads from one hub and then touches another hub by chance. On the large-scale network, rumors first spread across one local area (similar to a sphere). They spread to another area through a long-distance route. This progression is referred to as sphere-spreading on a small-world network (Moukarzel, 1999 ) (see Figure  6 ). Usually, it is possible to make the analogy that rumors spread quickly over long distances because rumors use wings to fly. However, our research indicates that these wings essentially originate in the CS.
Figure 6. Sphere-Spreading on a Small-World Network
However, a limited number of links being social based and a limited number of nodes being influenced by the SBTBM can significantly change information-spreading behaviors. The structural pattern can be reorganized by a limited number of links formed by the SBTBM.
When spreading starts, a rumor spreads from one hub to another hub by way of a single link located in the communicating layer. This link is typically an information link because hubs are not motivated to confirm through social interactions (
t p t c N t − ≤
). As the spreading trend grows, increasing numbers of nodes become involved in discussions of the topic. For hubs, random spreading becomes an increasingly risky action because it may result in the loss of many believers. For hubs, it can be quite difficult to reacquire these believers in such a low-cost manner. Therefore, some hubs will be cautious about spreading rumors. In addition to lower costs, a hub might make social interactions in a higher layer to obtain more accurate information from reality so the individual can update their beliefs based on the Bayesian method. This behavior will cause social links between several hubs on the social layer to emerge and result in the arousal of an extensive discussion environment. The structure will evolve as a new structure in which hubs tend to connect with one another. However, the primary distribution will not be destroyed (Figure 7 illustrates this process).
Figure 7. Sphere-Spreading with Social Clustering of Hubs

Dynamic Evolution of Rumor Spreading and Rumor Stopping
How does the "spreading core" emerge? Figure 8 illustrates its progression. The solid lines represent communicating links. The dotted lines represent social links. Note that the progress of spreading involves increasing amounts of social connections. As those increases occur, the hierarchy of the spreading progress becomes easier to observe.
Figure 8. The Evolution of the Spreading Core
The social structure and the SBTBM motivates the emergence of a spreading core, depending on how we define each phase of the spreading process. In the beginning, hubs become involved when the core begins to spread. Then, the first non-hubs to receive the rumor become involved in the spreading structure, despite the fact that they are located in the outermost layers. This means these hubs are the farthest nodes that might be touched by the rumor. Because some active nodes continuously enter this structure, the spreading core becomes a sub-network that includes hubs and non-hubs. We can describe this as the self-organized discussion that is motivated by the trust-constructing procedure. The establishment of public discussions signals that the spreading process has entered into the second phase. In other words, the communicating pattern begins to form. Next, the social structure provides long-distance links (rumors' "wings") that spread extensively between the outer layer and the core. In this case, one can discover the source of the rumor the individual received in a limited number of steps. In turn, new information related to this rumor will spread from the core in a limited number of steps. This signals that the process has entered into the third phase. In this critical moment, rumors can end or new variants can spread. This might result in worsening conditions. The social structure and the SBTBM join to stop the rumor. Rumor spreading includes two phases: in phase one, a rumor spreads. In phase two, new information spreads to enforce the idea that the previous information was a rumor. This second spreading process is referred to as rumor stopping. This process typically involves topic transformation for one rumor. The stopping process will begin if any hub who was expected to speak confirms the truth by contacting their personal social relations. Note that the social structure acts as a partial projection of all participants' links. On the one hand, the social structure carries another factual basis from our real world, rather than from the media network. This weakens the power of the scale-free structure that promotes the irrational spreading of rumors. On the other hand, the social structure can inspire nodes that act as potential "rumor clearers", even though this node has not declared any information related to their role. In all likelihood, this individual acts as a rumor clearer because of their social structure, rather than because of what they have stated. Their social structure can be observed by anyone in this network. An individual can decide to concentrate on the individual from whom they will acquire more accurate information based on their real-world experience.
V. EMPIRICAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS Background
In December 2010, a rumor spreads across China's micro-blogs that Jin Yong, a famous novelist born on March 22, 1924, had died of a midbrain infection and an accumulation of stagnant water in the corpus callosum. According to the rumor, his death occurred in St. Mary's Hospital, Hong Kong, on December 6, 2010. This piece of news spread to almost every corner of the Internet because it was spread by some certified users.
However, within two hours, this breaking news was confirmed to be a rumor. In fact, rumors cannot be disguised for long periods because they are usually inaccurate. For example, Jin Yong's birthday was incorrect. In addition, no hospital named St. Mary's Hospital exists in Hong Kong. When verification confirmed that Jin Yong was alive, people quickly realized that the reports of Jin Yong's death were simply a farce. This event became a classic example because only a brief amount of time passed between rumor spreading and rumor stopping.
We acquired 41320 micro-blog IDs and related contents that contained this rumor that spread between 19:55 pm and 23:00 pm on December 6 from the Sina database. We created a network of rumor spreading through data processing.
With respect to this case, we verify our two propositions (see Section 4) with the following empirical studies:
1. We use topological properties to illustrate the existence of scale-free CS and the emergence of hierarchies in CS.
2. We use the process of dynamic evolution to illustrate the existence of the spreading core and its three main phases.
3. We use the process of rumor stopping to explain how the social structure helped end this rumor.
Analysis of Topological Properties
We constructed a rumor-spreading topology in which the nodes represent the content of an individual's statement and directed lines represent spreading behavior. An individual receives a rumor from others and speaks out to create one rumor-spreading event.
To reveal the essential structure of the spreading core, we recursively deleted the node who possessed a degree equal to one until the roots of spreading trees could be clearly observed. We used the Kamada-Kawai algorithm (Kamada & Kawai, 1989) to rearrange node positions to construct a well-distributed layout. During the 12th run of the recursive reduction, the spreading branches separated clearly. Each branch represented the beginning of one community. in the six figures in Figure 9 refer to the process used to discover the core through recursive reduction. We performed this progression by inverting the order. In other words, we first drew the sixth figure-a complete topology of the spreading structure-and, second, simplified this original structure recursively until the core emerged (first figure)
Figure 9. The Progression of Spreading Construction
The two figures shown in Figure 10 provide a comparison between the spreading structure and its core. Note that the core splits into many branches because of the social clustering of some key nodes.
Figure 10. The Spreading Core and its Complete Structure
Next, we clustered all nodes. Nodes that possessed degrees in some specific scales demonstrated similar behaviors during rumor spreading. Thus, we can divide nodes into four categories: hub-nodes that possess degrees above 34, sub-hub-nodes that possess degrees between 8 and 34, active node-nodes that possess degrees between 1 and 7, and inactive nodes that possess degrees of 0. Nodes possess relatively greater probability to connect with nodes grouped in the same cluster. We created the nodes' degrees of distribution in clusters separately.
Figure 11. Separate Clustering of the Nodes' Degrees of Distribution
We present the results of the goodness-of-fit test below. Because the hubs' degrees spread over a wide range, only a limited possibility existed that hubs would possess the same degrees. This indicates that we were not required to perform a goodness-of-fit test on the hubs. Sub-hubs had a 64 percent goodness-of-fit, which means that they did not fit very well. This can be observed directly. Sub-hubs possessed random degrees because they were influenced by small probability events and by the scale-free mechanism. However, their degrees of distribution offered a powerlaw with an index of λ = 1.43. For active nodes, their degrees of distribution offered a power-law that demonstrated a dramatic 98 percent goodness-of-fit: λ = 2.13.
The key for why the behaviors of sub-hubs and active nodes differed during spreading lies in the power-law index that determines the rule for the structural growth of nodes. The threshold for phase transition in power-law index is 2 (Appendix C shows our attempts to prove this point and to analyze the mathematical property of the power-law index). When active nodes possess a power law index above 2, the variance of degrees diverges. However, the average degree converges. This suggests that nodes that possess greater degrees will increase very slowly when the total nodes increase. In addition, the degrees of these nodes will converge to an average value. Therefore, because active nodes will construct additional paths to improve communication between one another, the scale of the communication structure becomes enlarged. In contrast, when sub-hubs possess a power-law index above 2, the mean and variance of degrees diverge simultaneously. Therefore, sub-hubs will increase quickly when the total number of nodes increases. They will construct spreading paths, enlarge the communicating pattern directly, and enhance the level of network connectivity. Table 2 shows the clustering results for all nodes and discuss their details, (e.g., degrees of distribution and locations). Second, we focused on the emergence of hierarchies in the communication structure. We discovered that 14 layers emerged during the spreading process. In other words, the largest diameter of the spreading area was 14. However, the average diameter was far less than 14 because of the significant asymmetry that the nodes distributed among the 14 layers.
Figure 12. Goodness-of-Fit Test for Layered Distribution and the Phenomena Observed in the Structure
The left side of Figure 12 represents the mathematical analysis of the spreading hierarchies. The right side of Figure  12 provides the graphical results that occurred when we applied the mathematical results during spreading behaviors.
The number of nodes followed exponential distribution in the layers. We calculated the first moment of this distribution λ = 0.5 as the unbiased estimate of λ. In fact, the nodes primarily emerged in the second and third layers in which the number of nodes represented 60 percent of the total numbers.
Dynamic Evolution of Spreading
We used a Fruchterman-Reingold camera to take photographs for ten time plots to illustrate our communication structure (Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991) . To achieve a symmetrical appearance in the topology, this heuristic algorithm rearranges all nodes to achieve a symmetrical appearance. The positions of nodes and their significance during evolution can be clearly observed in our photographs. These photographs helped us understand the dynamic evolution that occurred. The entire progression of rumor spreading can be divided into three phases. The hubs were losing their role as the core and a new core was emerging. Prior to reorganization, the communicating pattern remained in an unstable state because information content could be easily distorted and original leading power was lacking.
The hubs drove the communication structure's emergence. In the first graph in Figure 14 , it is apparent that one hub initiated the development of a large radial structure. The sub-hubs led to the development of several small radiations. When a stable spreading structure later emerged, these radiations located around the spreading cores could not be observed. As the second graph in Figure 14 shows, this means the spreading core only contained these hubs during the emergent phase.
The sub-hubs and the active nodes constructed the outer layer of the communication structure and created an opportunity for the new core to move into the center. The original core was replaced by this core. At that moment, spreading information had a strong tendency to become distorted because participants were motivated to publish their opinions or facts. This offered participants opportunities to move to the center of the network. All distorted information would be tolerated during spreading.
Original hubs lost their spreading power during the transition phase. Based on connecting structures such as Weibo, the communicating pattern that overlaid the communication structure formed a tree in which any two nodes that already emerged were unable to form new links. Many newly formed nodes emerged continuously. These nodes were produced by nodes that operated in the inner layer. These inner nodes did not function as hubs because hubs were barely able to reemerge after the second spreading layer occurred. The intuited explanation is that newly formed nodes were not interested in who first published this information. These nodes only wanted to know whether the information was real. Original spreaders were barely able to provide persuasive answers. As a result, they lost the nodes' attention Formation Phase
Figure 15. Topological Structure of the Formation Phase
In the graph that appears on the left side of Figure 15 , a new core emerged and links between the core and the periphery began to form. The links were formed by active nodes moving to the center and forming a new core. This produced additional active nodes and, thus, newly formed links emerged. Because this core continued to grow, links between the core and the periphery slowly began to emerge.
Public discussions occurred during this phase. The development of a newly formed core implied a natural mechanism that pushed nodes interested in this rumor's topic into the center of this network. Then, opinions and facts were provided from different perspectives. This constructed a supplemental network to ensure that only effective information was allowed to spread. This represents a huge movement from "rumor spreading" to "fact and opinion spreading".
Spreading Phase
Figure 16. Topological Structure of the Spreading Phase
The spreading core constructed a barrier to separate active nodes that appeared in the core from other nodes that appeared in the periphery. The rumor-spreading rate remained stable because of this complete hierarchy structure. Inside the barrier, nodes became involved in full discussions of this rumor's topic. Outside the barrier, the discussion results spread continuously among nodes that appeared in the periphery.
It is apparent that rumor spreading failed to produce a new wave. In this case, this occurred because the new fact that emerged to clear this rumor was persuasive enough to close the discussion and stop spreading the core. Thus, the spreading process that proceeded from core to periphery naturally ended.
However, if this discussion had not closed, a new rumor might have begun to spread, along with stronger content and additional confused facts. Typically, this rumor would become a variation of the original rumor. However, it would spread more easily because routes for spreading were built earlier. In addition, the spreading structure had already been completed.
Rumor Stopping
To perform a deep study of how a rumor is cleared, we performed a semantic analysis on the contents of each micro-blog. We defined four attitudes that we employed to estimate whether speakers believed this rumor: The bubbles that appear in Figure 17 refer to one spreader. The diameter represents the spreading range. For example, spreader A's content spread 100 times. Spreader B's content spread 50 times. Thus, the diameter of the bubble that represents spreader A is two times larger than the diameter of spreader B's bubble. Therefore, spreader A's area will be four times as large as spreader B's area. This parameter setting helps construct a reasonable picture because we must consider the general influence of an individual's spreading and its direct influence on n infectors. It will also influence n 2 nodes directly because each infector has the potential to influence other n nodes. The horizontal axis is the timeline. The vertical axis refers to the four different attitudes listed above.
Notice the red arrow. It is obvious that the rumor originated from information that required verification. The red arrow that appears on the left signals the first transformation of normal news into absolute rumor. However, this beginning of a rumor influenced only a limited number of nodes. The red arrow that appears on the right signals the transformation that initiated large-scale rumor spreading. This illustration demonstrates how a rumor begins. The conclusion is consistent with our research on dynamic evolution. Information can easily be distorted because it is remains in an unstable state when spreading begins.
The spreading tendency of each attitude changed significantly after 8:41 pm, when the first clearing information arrived. Attitude 4 spread more intensely and lasted for a relatively long period. Attitude 1 almost ceased spreading. In particular, attitude 4 spread in a stable manner. This conclusion is consistent with our explanation of the spreading phase that occurs during dynamic evolution. If new information provides facts that are sufficiently persuasive, then discussions that began in the spreading core will end and the rumor will cease to spread.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Because of the growing number of social media users, rumor spreading has become a serious issue that affects both the normal social order and the online world's public opinion environment. To better explain the rumorspreading process, we propose a new multi-layered communicating model that includes a trust-constructing procedure in contrast to the oversimplification inherent in the traditional SIS model. In this MLC model, we decompose an individual's trust-or-not decision making process into four layers: the connecting layer, the communicating layer, the interacting layer, and the social layer. In this process, an individual can access data, transform data into understandable information, add personal opinions through social discussions, and form knowledge that reflects the real world. To distinguish between the different communicating patterns of real social and online links, we define the social structure (SS) and the communication structure (CS) to highlight the two different topological structures created by these communicating patterns. In SS, decisions to trust are built on the number of social interactions. An individual must decide whether to believe, spread or transact. We describe this mechanism as the social-based trust-building mechanism (SBTBM). In CS, an individual can also make the decision to trust another individual solely through communication on social media without making social contact. This mechanism is described as the communicating-aimed trust building mechanism (CATBM). Based on these concepts a major assumption that the loss or gain of followers can serve as both motivation and result, we create a game model that indicates that, because they understand that the SBTBM is more costly, nodes tend to choose the SBTBM despite the choices hubs make. Alternatively, hubs tend to employ the SBTBM when the Equation 1 holds, which inevitably occurs as the rumor-spreading process evolves.
With respect to rumor spreading and rumor stopping, the MLC model infers that hubs tend to connect with one another in social layers when they realize they require additional accurate information from a higher layer to perform Bayesian belief updating (the social clustering principle). Consequently, the social structure helps end the rumor. In addition, we can define the rumor-spreading phase by the variance of the spreading core, which is generated by the social structure.
To verify our model and to determine the explicit process involved in rumor spreading, we analyzed Jin Yong's "death", and illustrate the topological properties that describe the existence of communities and the emergence of hierarchies in communicating patterns, the process of dynamic evolution to illustrate the existence of the spreading core and the three main spreading phases, and the rumor-stopping process to explain how the social structure helps end the rumor. The results we achieved from the empirical study were consistent with the model. They provide specific details related to rumor spreading. As such, we can state that our model is complete. However, future efforts are required to improve this model. In practice, social media can be promoted in the social structure to accelerate rumor stopping.
Hub: CATBM, non-hub: CATBM 
APPENDIX B: THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
First, the two steps based on BA model are: 
We can finally write the probability density function (pdf) of nodes' degrees: Barabasi et al., 1999) . Figure 18 . The Degree-Probability (Log-Log Plot) Distribution
APPENDIX C: THE CALCULATION OF POWER-LAW INDEX OF RUMOR-SPREADING NETWORK
We calculated that the power-law function of the rumor-spreading network in our empirical case is 
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